2nd INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP DISS_12
A future vision for getting over the earthquake disaster

L’Aquila, March 29-30, 2012
Thursday March 29 will be dedicated to scientific presentations, Friday March 30 to meeting with politicians and public administrators.

The DISS_12 international workshop, an interdisciplinary forum for the exchange of knowledge and experiences on the latest experimental results and theoretical advances about the dynamic interaction of soil and structure, will be a key opportunity for putting forward and sharing post disaster engineering solutions, of particular significance in view of the reconstruction of the urban environment of L’Aquila and the restoration of its heritage. The workshop will gather the research and design proposals put forward by experts in dynamic phenomena that operate in the disciplines of: geotechnical, structural, hydraulic and transportation engineering; geology; geophysics; topography; archaeology; architecture.

CALL FOR PAPERS

Researchers wishing to make a presentation of recent works are cordially invited to submit abstracts in English, 300 words maximum, before March 15, 2012, together with the indication of the selected topic and all the relevant authors information to: gianfranco.valente@univaq.it. Accepted papers will be published in the DISS_12 Proceedings.

Organization Committee: Benedettini F., Clemente Paolo, D’Ovidio G., Galeota D Rovelli A., Tallini M., Totani G., Valente G.
Scientific Committee: Albarello D., Caserta A., Gattulli V., Milana G., Monaco P., Mucciarelli M., Salvatori A.
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